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Abstract

Databases are commonly used today in a vast amounts of applications.
The main point in using databases is to be able to store and access
data fast and in a secure way. These databases need to be able make
different operations as fast as possible without losing data. The two
main database technologies used today are NoSQL and SQL(Structured
Query Language) databases. NoSQL is an umbrella term for all DBMS
(Database Management system) which are not using SQL like relational
databases do. NoSQL stands for non-SQL, non-relational or not only
SQL.

In this thesis one DBMS from each database technology is compared
to each other. The comparison is based on space allocation when they
contain different amounts of records and time performance when exe-
cuting different operations on different amounts of records. The opera-
tions tested for the speed performance were insertion, select, update and
remove.

The results showed that MySQL allocated less space when containing
large amounts of records. While MongoDB was faster in almost all test
case for every operation.
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1 Introduction

Today we use databases to store data in a vast amount of applications. The point in using
databases is to be able to store and access data fast and in a secure way. So the database
should be able to make different operations as fast as possible without losing data. The two
main database technologies used today are NoSQL and SQL(Structured Query Language)
databases[11, 10]. NoSQL is an umbrella term for all DBMS(Database Management Sys-
tem) which are not using SQL like relational databases do. NoSQL stands for non-SQL,
non-relational or not only SQL.

For a long time relational databases have dominated the market with databases such as
MySQL and PostgreSQL[6, 2, 11]. But recently more companies have started using NoSQL
databases such as MongoDB and Cassandra. In 2016 Oracle even released an alternative
way to work with MySQL as an document store[9, 5].

In this thesis one non-relational and one relational database are compared with each other
to see which is able to perform different operations faster and how much space they allocate
when storing data. The tests have be conducted on a specific dataset and scenario to see
if one of these databases outperforms the other. The non-relational database is of the type
document store.

The tests in this thesis are focused on bank systems. Banks today mostly use relational
databases, but some newer banks are starting to use non-relational databases for their sys-
tems. The scenario chosen for the research was a bank system where an evaluation between
a document store type database and a relational database was made. The dataset used for
the records is focused on a smaller part of the whole system. The dataset is restricted to the
customer data only. Instead of using large sized records the tests focus on handling large
amount of records.

To choose which DBMS to compare benchmarks of the most used ones was checked and
two of the most used ones were chosen. MongoDB is a front runner for non-relational
databases and when checking previous studies MongoDB outperformed other non-relational
databases, so it is a good choice[5, 2, 12]. For the relational database MySQL was chosen
because it is one of the most frequently used[2, 12].

Old bank systems are getting updated today to be able to follow newer standards. To update
old bank systems takes time because they can not shut down the systems to do the updates
and they have to make sure the new updates are fully functional and secure before launch.
This means that a lot tests must be run before switching to the newer system. Now while
many banks are updating their systems and non-relational DBMS are becoming more popu-
lar testing other DBMS such as MongoDB to see if it is a viable choice to switch to becomes
relevant. The tests are centered around time efficiency when performing certain operation
on the databases. While security is the main focus in bank systems the database should be
able to perform its operations in a reasonable time. And it should also be able to handle
large amount of records without crashing or losing data.
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1.1 Objective

In this thesis a correlation between structure and performance was studied. To see if there
is a correlation the structure of the DBMS were taking into consideration when analyzing
the results of the tests.

The tests performed on both databases were executed under the same conditions and com-
puter. The tests performed on the databases are speed tests to see which one is faster during
certain operation. The space allocated by the database was also measured when filled with
different amount of records to see which takes up the least space on the hard drive. A large
number of records was used to see if the databases could handle operations on large amount
of data without crashing.

1.2 Research Question

• Is there a difference in the amount of space the databases take up?

• Which of the databases are faster during insertion, select, updating and removing of
records?

1.3 Earlier Research

There have been studies done before that compare different databases to each other. Some
focus on comparing different non-relational databases to each other and relational databases
with one another. Some compare non-relational with relational databases and to see which
operates faster in different scenarios.

S.Poe, Z.Parker and S.V.Vrbsky[11] has tested a non-relational versus a relational database.
They have tested which is faster in insertion, update and select. They had four datasets
they tested to see how they performed. They tested different ways to select and update the
records. For example they tried to update and select by primary keys, first name, project id
etc. They came to the conclusion that MongoDB was faster for inserts, updates and simple
queries. SQLs performance was faster when updating and querying non-key attributes.
MongoDB was better suited for large datasets with an ever changing schema or if the queries
needed to be performed are less complex.

E.Andersson and Z.Berggren[5] compared MySQL document store(MySQL DS) to Mon-
goDB to see which is faster. Both databases that were compared are non-relational. They
made speed test for insertion, update, selecting and removal of records in the database.
Tests were made for both multi- and single insertion in both databases. Multi-insert is a
function to send in multiple insertion as a single operation to the database. They came to
the conclusion that MongoDB outperformed MySQL document store in every test.

D. M. Bhalerao and S. Rautmare[4] tested MySQL against MongoDB to see which would
be faster for applications working with IoT(Internet of Things). IoT is a concept for con-
necting a number of smart devices together. They tested insertion and selecting records
into the databases. They also tested working with different number of threads and different
amount of records for the database. They concluded that that they both had pros and cons.
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MongoDB was faster in almost all scenarios, while MySQL was more stable in its response
time.

A. Wester and O. Fredriksson[1] tested MongoDB and MySQL against each other. Thus
an relational versus non-relational database. They performed speed tests for insertion and
select. They tested both databases with and without multi-insertion. They got a mixed result
where the different databases outperformed the other in different scenarios. MongoDB was
faster on selecting in all scenarios but when it came to insertion MySQL was faster when
inserting large amounts of images, and large amounts of data in multi-insert.

S.Poe[11], A. Wester[1] and D. M. Bhalerao[4] all tested some part of the databases ba-
sic functions. They all tested insertions and selects and only S.Poe[11] tested the update
functions. They all used different datasets and different amounts of records from each other
when conducting their tests. E.Andersson[5] where the only one testing all four basic func-
tions for database handling. Those being insert, select, update and delete.
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2 Database Technologies

NoSQL is a non-relational database that has existed since the 1960s. NoSQL has be-
come an umbrella term for all databases which are not using Structured Query Language
like relational databases do. There are four main non-relational type databases under this
name[12, 6].

Key-value model is a system that stores values with indexes for retrieval by keys. The
systems can hold structural and nonstructural data. It provides a simple API for storage and
access for the data[12, 6].

Column store stores data tables as columns rather than rows. It is more than just an inverted
table sectioning out columns allows for excellent scalability and high performance. Unlike
relational databases which store data in structural tables with universal columns and rows,
the column-oriented databases contain one extendable column with related data[12, 6].

Document store stores data as collections of documents and every document has its own
data and unique key. All documents are self-describing, meaning the data stored does not
need to follow a specific schema. Unlike relational databases which spreads its data out in
different tables, document-oriented databases store all related data in one document[12, 6].

Graph database for when data is best represented as a graph. It uses graph structures for
the queries with nodes, edges and properties to represent and store data[12, 6].

Despite that non-relational databases have existed since 1960s they have not been very pop-
ular until recent years. New versions of non-relational databases are popping up and starting
to compete with relational databases. Despite the rise in use of non-relational, relational
databases are still being dominant in popularity[6, 11, 2]. The rise in popularity for non-
relational is not only based on that new versions are popping up. It was only when bigger
companies as Google, Facebook and Amazon started using them, that their popularity went
up. In 2016 Oracle even released a alternative way to work with MySQL as an document
store[6, 11, 2, 9, 5].

MongoDB is a non-relational document store DBMS and one of the most frequently used[2].
They store data in JSON-like documents which makes it more flexible and you do not need
a strict schema to follow. These documents contain all the data for a specific record instead
of spreading them out in different columns and tables like in a relational database. The doc-
uments can vary in structure and this will not affect the rest of the system. In MongoDB the
number of fields for the records are not universal for all records in the system. For example,
one record can contain three fields while another one contains five fields. All documents are
self-describing and that makes MongoDB more flexible to use[7, 12].

Structured Query Language(SQL) is a standardized programming language designed for
managing data in relational databases. SQL is the language which most databases use.
SQL was created in the early 1970s and has come to dominate the market when handling
stored data. In the late 1970s and early 1980s commercial implementations of SQL began
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appearing, such as Oracle and DB2. SQL databases store data in structured tables. This
makes it so that any data added to the database needs to follow a predefined schema[3].

MySQL is a relational database and is the second most used database after Oracles relational
database[12, 2]. MySQL stores data in tables with columns as field parameters for each
record. To split up the data and not store everything in one big table with all the the data for
the records it creates relations between tables. MySQL needs a structured schema before
hand and if the schema gets updated the whole database needs to be updated, because the
data in the database is following the old schema and will not adhere to the new schema.
The data needed to create a record has to be the same for all of them. This means all field
parameters must be present for all records even if it does not exist. This can lead to records
with field parameters with the value null if the data does not exist[8].
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3 Method

In this section the methodology used in order to answer the research questions is covered.
Firstly the hardware and software used for performing the tests are described. After that the
structure of the records is defined, so that the data was the same for both databases. Lastly
what tests have been ran and how those tests were performed for the two databases.

3.1 Hardware and Software

The tests were made on a computer running Windows 10 Education edition 64-bit. The
CPU were an Intel Core I7-6700K 4.00GHz. The computer has 8 GB RAM and the hard
drive is an SSD with 256 GB memory. The database versions ran is MySQL Community
Server version 5.7.21, the MongoDB is MongoDB Server version 3.6.3 and the Node.js
version was 9.11.1. For a clearer picture of the specifications see Table 1.

Table 1 Specification on hardware and software used when running the tests.

Name Version
OS Windows 10 Education edition 64-bit
CPU Intel Core I7-6700K 4.00GHz
RAM 8 GB
Hard drive SSD 256 GB
MySQL Community Server 5.7.21
MongoDB Server 3.6.3
Node.js 9.11.1

3.2 Test Data

The dataset used for the tests must be created because the data from the banks are classified
and are not allowed to be shared with the public. In this thesis the focus is on a smaller part
of their whole system, so the records are built up of the customer data. The records contain
the same amount of data for both the databases, but the structure differs a little because of
their different storage systems.

For MongoDB a record is inserted as one document with all the data for that customer in
it. The document describes one customer and all the information the database has on the
customer. An example of how that record looks can be seen below.
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{
_id:ObjectId("5ae0dcd61645cfbc05728831")
FirstName: "Johan"
LastName: "Johansson"
ssid: 580412-xxxx
bankAccount1:Object

accountNr:1000000000
balance:100
accountType:"spending"
connToCard:45

bankAccount2:Object
accountNr:2000000000
balance:157
accountType:"savings"

nrOfCards:1
Loan:Object

LoanType:"Car loan"
Amount:100000

}

In MySQL the record is split into several tables with a relation to each other. There are
four tables Customer, BankAccount, Card and Loans(see Figure 1). The Loan and BankAc-
count tables are connected to the customer through a foreign key which is connected to the
customer’s primary key. The cards are connected to an account with a foreign key and is
connected to the BankAccounts primary key.

Figure 1: All tables in The MySQL database. The customer table represents the customer
data. The loan table is all the loan data, Bankaccount tables have the data for all
accounts and the card table has all data on the existing cards.

Each table is connected to another table by foreign keys and when combining the data from
all four tables a record is made. Bank accounts and loans are connected to a customer,
while cards are connected to a bank account. For a clearer picture of the relation between
the tables see Figure 2
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Figure 2: An entity relation diagram over the MySQL database. Shows the connection
between the tables and the table fields.

When determining the interval for the final tests some pretests were ran with different
amounts of records. Those tests showed that below 103 records the two databases per-
formance were so fast that it could not be measured. When testing 106 records MySQL
could not handle the insertions and MongoDB took around 3 minutes to finish the query, so
with that knowledge it seemed meaningless to test larger amounts of records. The final tests
were performed on 103, 104, 105 and 106 records.

To make it fair on both databases all tests performed were made locally on the same com-
puter and all queries were performed by executing Node.js files through the CMD. To run
the test scripts with the queries this command was ran in the CMD.

node yourScript.js

All tests were repeated 10 times to be able to get an average of each operation and to get a
more reliable outcome. This way the overall results will not be effected by abnormal values.
The queries operation times were measured and documented in milliseconds(ms) and the
size of the databases was measured in Mega Bytes(MB).

3.3 Database Size

One interesting part of databases is how much space is allocated on the hard drive when
storing data. If they do not store data in an efficient way and it takes up too much space
on the hard drive the DBMS is less useful when storing large amount of data. The space
allocated was measured when the databases were empty and when they contained different
amounts of records. To measure the database space allocation the DBMS:s own commands
were used in their shells. For MySQL this command was executed in the MySQL shell
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SELECT Table_schema AS "Database",ROUND(SUM(data_length + index_length)
/ 1024 / 1024 , 2) AS "Size (MB)"FROM information_schema.TableS
GROUP BY Table_schema;

Which will return the size of the database in MB. For MongoDB this command was exe-
cuted in the MongoDB shell.

db.Yourcollection.dataSize()

which returns the size in bytes and to convert it into MB divide the value with 1024 twice.

3.4 Performance tests

To test the speed of insertion on the databases multiple tests were made on different amount
of records. The tests were performed on empty databases and the number of records inserted
was 103,104105 and 106. For MongoDB two types of insertions were tested. First a single
record insertion where every record is inserted one at a time into the database. Second is a
multi insertion where multiple records are inserted using one query operation. For MySQL
only single record insertion was tested, because of the relation between the tables. One
record in MySQL is split up in four different tables and connected through foreign keys. To
get a hold of the primary keys from another table to connect to the foreign key a select query
is needed to be made for every insertion and this defeated the purpose of multi insertion.
Because the connection between tables are made through primary keys which are set during
insertion the multi insertions will not be possible.

Two kinds of updates were made on both databases. First update one field on all the records
at the same time and secondly update one field in one record at a time. The operation was
made when the databases contained different amount of records.

Two kinds of selects were made on both databases. First select all of the records in the
database at the same time and secondly select one record from the database. The operation
was made when the databases contained different amount of records.

Two kinds of deletes were made on both databases. First delete all the records at the same
time and secondly delete one record at a time. The operation was made when the databases
contained different amount of records.
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4 Result

The tests results have been made into multiple graphs where each graph represents an op-
eration. The results in the graphs and tables are representing the average of all the test
results except for two graphs which shows MongoDB:s irregular performance time in two
cases(see Figure 7 and Figure 12).

4.1 Database Size

MySQL takes up less space for larger amount of records. For smaller amounts both databases
take up almost the same amount and when both are empty from records MongDB does not
take up any space while MySQL allocates some space even though it is empty(see Table
2). MongoDB has a linear increase in allocated space while MySQL takes less space after
certain amounts of records(see Figure 3)

Table 2 The space allocated in MB by each database when containing different amount of
records.

Record amount MongoDB(MB) MySQL(MB)
0 0.00 0.06

1000 0.26 0.28
10000 2.67 2.54

100000 26.87 18.13
1000000 270.42 175.28
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Figure 3: Graph over the space allocated by the databases in megabytes when they contain
different amount of records.

4.2 Performance Tests

The first insertion tests were between MySQL and MongoDB for single insertion into both
databases. MySQL performance was significantly worse and it was not even able to insert
106 records into the database at the same time. When trying it would run for a while and
then crash and send an error message for failing to perform the query. The insertion time
for MySQL is almost completely linear (see Figure 4) and with that information the time
it would have taken to perform the query can be calculated if it kept being linear. For 105

records it took 1084.4 seconds (see Table 3). Convert it to minutes for easier handling
1084.4/60 = 18.1 minutes then multiply it by ten to get the time for 106 records 18.1∗10 =
181 minutes. Now if we convert it to hours we see that it will take approximately 181/60 =
3.02 Hours for the query. MongoDb however was able to insert 106 records at the same time
and was overall much faster. For 106 records MongoDB took 193.9/60 = 3.23 minutes to
finish the query(see Table 3).

Table 3 Table over the average time taken for single insertion into the databases measured
in seconds.

Record amount MongoDB(s) MySQL(s)
1000 0.2 8.5

10000 2.0 86.6
100000 19.4 1084.4

1000000 193.9
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Figure 4: Graph over the average time taken for inserting different amount of records into
both databases. The time is measured in seconds.

The second insertion test was only for the MongoDB. Here a comparison between single-
and multi insertion was made to see which is faster. In this test multi insertion showed that it
was far more superior (see Figure 5). It took multi insertion 20567.3/1000 = 20.6 seconds
to make an insertion for 106 records instead of 3 minutes(see Table 4).

Table 4 The average time in milliseconds between single- and multi insertion into Mon-
goDB

Record amount Single (ms) Multi(ms)
1000 231.8 13.6

10000 2024.1 122.0
100000 19394.0 1599.8

1000000 193880.5 20567.3
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Figure 5: Graph over the average time taken between single- and multi insertion into Mon-
goDB. The time is measured in milliseconds.

When testing update one record MongoDB was faster. MySQL performed almost as fast
as the MongoDB database up until 105 but then when handling 106 records it was almost
10 times slower than MongoDB(see Table 5 and Figure 6). One interesting thing observed
when doing the tests were that MongoDB would perform slower when updating a record
at the bottom of the database compared to when it updated a record in the beginning(see
Figure 7). While MySQL was more consistent and was not effected by the position of the
record in the database. When MongoDB was at it slowest for one million records it took
217 milliseconds to complete the query and 32 milliseconds at its best.

Table 5 Table over the average time taken for updating one record in each database mea-
sured in milliseconds.

Record amount MongoDB(ms) MySQL(ms)
1000 2.0 3.9

10000 4.2 11.2
100000 34.5 78.5

1000000 139.6 1072.5
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Figure 6: Graph over the average time taken for updating one record in each database. The
time is measured in milliseconds.

Figure 7: Graph over the time difference taken for updating one record in MongoDB when
it contained 105 and 106 records. The tests were performed ten times each and
the time is measured in milliseconds. The performance time is dependent on
where in the database the record is saved. At its fastest the record is located near
the beginning and at its slowest it is located at the end of the database.

When updating all records in the databases the results were closer. The increase of time
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taken was almost completely linear for the increase of the number of records for both
databases(See Figure 8). Still MongoDB was faster than MySQL, but up to 105 records
the difference was not large. For 106 records MySQL stopped having a linear increase in
time and become slower while MongoDB kept having an almost completely linear increase
in time(see Table 6).

Table 6 Table over the average time taken for updating all records in the databases at the
same time measured in milliseconds.

Record amount MongoDB(ms) MySQL(ms)
1000 13.5 15.0

10000 83.1 129.1
100000 843 1065.4

1000000 9294.9 21582.4

Figure 8: Graph over the average time taken for updating all of the records at the same
time in both databases. The time is measured in milliseconds.

When selecting one record from the databases MongoDB was faster than MySQL. Between
103 and 104 there were almost no increase in time for MongoDB, but after that the increase
began to be more linear towards the larger amounts of records. MySQL was faster when the
database contained 104 than when it contained 103. The difference is not large and is only
15−12.8 = 2.2 milliseconds faster(see Table 7 and Figure 9).
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Table 7 Table over the average time taken for retrieving one record in each database mea-
sured in milliseconds.

Record amount MongoDB(ms) MySQL(ms)
1000 1.4 15.0

10000 4.7 12.8
100000 33.9 77.7

1000000 344.4 1548.3

Figure 9: Graph over the average time taken for retrieving one record in each database.
The time is measured in milliseconds.

When testing retrieving all records from the databases MySQL was not able to make the
query for 106. It would get stuck after a while and not continue to retrieve anymore records.
To be absolutely sure that it froze and not just taking a really long time to finish the query
the test was left alone to run for approximately 20 hours before manually shutting the test
down. It was still not able to finish the query. The increase in time is almost linear and
therefore it can be calculated how long it would have taken MySQL to finish the query if it
did not freeze and the execution time would have kept being linear. For 105 it took 915683
milliseconds take that times 10 and you get how long it would take for 106. Which leaves us
with 915683∗10 = 9156830 milliseconds and convert that to hours to easier understanding
of how long that is ((9156830/1000)/60)/60 = 2.5 hours. MongoDB was faster and was
able to retrieve 106 records. For retrieving 106 records MongoDB took 9387.6/1000 = 9.4
seconds to finish the query(see Table 8 and Figure 10).
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Table 8 Table over the average time taken for retrieving all records in the databases mea-
sured in milliseconds.

Record amount MongoDB(ms) MySQL(ms)
1000 72.2 115.5

10000 163.1 9446.6
100000 924.2 915683.0

1000000 9387.6

Figure 10: Graph over the average time taken for retrieving all of the records at the same
time in both databases. The time is measured in milliseconds.

When deleting one record from the database MongoDB was overall faster, but here Mon-
goDB:s performance time was irregular just as it was when running the update one record
tests. When deleting a record close to the beginning of the database it was much faster than
when deleting a record at the bottom. For 106 records the best time performed by Mon-
goDB was 10 ms and the slowest was 154 ms(see Figure 12). While MySQL:s performance
was much more consistent and did not get effected by the records placement in the database.
MySQL kept up with MongoDB when the databases contained 103 and 104 records and was
even 2 milliseconds faster when they contained 105 records. When containing 106 records
MySQL was almost 5 times slower than MongoDB(see Table 9 and Figure 11).
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Table 9 Table over the average time taken for deleting one record in each database measured
in milliseconds.

Record amount MongoDB(ms) MySQL(ms)
1000 2.0 3.1

10000 4.5 6.1
100000 37.9 35.8

1000000 78.1 364.4

Figure 11: Graph over the average time taken for deleting one record in each database. The
time is measured in milliseconds.
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Figure 12: Graph over the time difference taken for deleting one record in MongoDB when
it contained 105 and 106 records. The tests were performed ten times each and
the time is measured in milliseconds. The performance time is dependent on
were in the database the record is saved. At its fastest the record is located near
the beginning and at its slowest it is located at the end of the database.

When deleting all records at the same time both databases had almost an complete linear
increase in time. Here MongoDB was superior in every test. MySQL was almost 4 times
slower for every record amount(See Table 10 and Figure 13).

Table 10 Table over the average time taken for deleting all records in both databases mea-
sured in milliseconds.

Record amount MongoDB(ms) MySQL(ms)
1000 7.1 24.6

10000 67.9 200.5
100000 745.6 2054.6

1000000 7696.3 26439.8
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Figure 13: Graph over the average time taken for deleting all of the records at the same
time in both databases. The time is measured in milliseconds.

Overall MongoDB outperformed MySQL, except for allocating space and some rare in-
stances were it was just as fast or barely faster. MySQL suffered more with larger amounts
of records and in two instances could not even perform the tests.
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5 Analysis

For allocating space MySQL required less space than MongoDB when they both contained
records. This is because of MySQL:s tabular system. For MySQL all parameter fields
needs only to be allocated for once, while MongoDB:s documents are all self-describing
and needs to allocate space for all parameter fields in every document. When not containing
any records MongoDB did not allocate any space on the harddrive while MySQL did. This
again is because of MySQL:s tabular system were all parameter fields are allocated when
setting up the database. The self-describing documents makes MongoDB more flexible and
all records will not have to include the same data, but it also means more space is needed
when storing records. MySQL takes up some space even when empty, but in the long run
it is beneficial because it does not need to repeat parameter fields multiple times. And this
will lead to taking up less space for larger amounts of data.

MongoDB was overall faster when performing the tests except for the test removing one
record in the database when it contained 105 records. MySQL performed well and was
almost as fast as MongoDB in most cases when handling smaller amount of records, but
got outperformed when it came to larger amounts of records. When comparing to previous
studies they got a more mixed result. S.Poe[11] and A.Wester[1] saw that MongoDB was
faster for a couple of queries and SQL was faster for other. D.M.Bhalerao[4] results showed
that MongoDB was faster, but MySQL performance was more stable. This shows that the
outcome of the results are dependent on the dataset, computer and version of the database
used when testing.

For the insertion tests MySQL must make multiple request because the data composing the
record was divided into multiple tables and there is no way to insert into multiple tables with
one request. This means that MySQL will have a disadvantage when performing the tests,
because MongoDB can insert a full record with one query request. Because of MySQL:s
strict schema more checks are needed when inserting data into the database. This is because
MySQL does not allow wrongful data to be inserted and this will lead to a longer insertion
time. MongoDB will just assume that the data inserted is correct and will only check if
the JSON document is correctly formated. The divide into multiple tables also affects the
outcome of the select and delete queries as it will need to rebuild the record every time it
is needed. MongoDB which has all the data for a record in one document does not need to
reassemble the record every time it is always complete.

For the selection tests MySQL must recreate the record every time a request is made to
retrieve a record. This means that it must retrieve data from multiple tables and put it
together to get a full record. MongoDB can retrieve a full record with one request and
does not need to recreate any records because it saves all the data for a record in the same
document. This gives MongoDB an advantage over MySQL when retrieving data.

For the update and removing tests MySQL performance was more stable. The time differ-
ence between tests had no major difference and took almost the same time to perform the
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query. MongoDB had a more inconsistent time performance when conducting the tests to
update or remove one record in the database (see Figure 7 and Figure 12). The time was
dependent on were the record was saved in the database. This occurred because it would
search for one record starting from the top and then stopping when found. While MySQL
always went trough all records to see if there were more matches. Despite the inconsistent
time for MongoDB it was still faster even when it performed at its worst.

When testing insertion and selection MySQL was not able to finish the query for 106 records
and E.Andersson[5] who tested MySQL DS ran into the same problem when testing inser-
tion. It would crash and send an error message when trying to perform the query. It seems
as MySQL has a problem when trying to operate with large amount of data. An argument
for MySQL DS is that it is new and all problems have not been able to be fixed, but MySQL
has existed far longer and suffers from the same problem. A.Wester[1]used an older version
of MongoDBb and their results show that it could not handle multi inserting 106 records at
the same time. But MongoDB have fixed that problem in their newer versions and can now
handle larger amounts of data.
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6 Conclusion and Further Research

MySQL was able to store data in a more efficient way for larger amounts of records and took
up less space than MongoDB. The differenced was not that noticeable for smaller amounts
of records, but when it came to the larger amounts of records the gap between them became
larger. If space allocation is a concern MySQL is the better choice of the two.

MongoDB was able to perform its queries faster and was even able to handle larger amounts
of records. MySQL performed well for smaller amounts of records except when it was
inserting and selecting all records. It was a lot slower than MongoDB when performing
these two queries. And when handling larger amounts of records it got outperformed by
MongoDB by a lot. MySQL:s slower query execution time and its inability to handle larger
amounts of records makes it unfit for larger kinds of systems.

MongoDB:s flexible nature gives it an edge in creating unique records that differ from
each other. This can be useful for a customer registry were the data at hand is different
from customer to customer, for example some bank customer have more than two bank
accounts and multiple cards. MySQL:s strict schema gives it more control that the records
inserted are correct and makes it easier to detect wrong data earlier. When handling data for
banks we really do not want flexibility instead security and checks that the data is correct.
MongoDB:s self describing documents allows each document to consist of any data and has
no structure which allows wrongful data easier than MySQL. MySQL:s strict schema gives
a little more insurance that the data inserted into the database is at least the correct format.

Further research for these DBMS would be to conduct further query tests with more com-
plexity such as sorting and filtration of the records. It would also be interesting to test them
towards a full scale bank database and check their security aspects. How do they handle
encryption of data and is there a possibility the access the data without permission. If so
which is harder to decrypt and what is needed to make it possible.
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